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Abstract

Physical properties of table olive fruit are important factor in the design of harvesting, transport, classification or commercialization. The visual quality of the fruits harvested is the
most important factor limiting the commercialization of the table olives. The mechanical damage during harvesting consists of local tissue degradation resulting in bruising of the
fruits. In order to study how to reduce the damage suffered by table olive fruits, the Agro-DemVR cooperative project arises from Spanish Ministry of Industry, Trade, and Tourism. In
recent years, several studies have been carried out to identify physical properties and to calculate indices that characterize the damage of olives. They have researched various
methodologies, such as standard methods AOAC, digital image analysis, NIR and vis-NIR spectroscopy, etc. However, all of them are based on 2D techniques. The aim of the work is
the determination of new geometric parameters based on a 3D analysis of the scanned olives. Throughout the development of the project, it is intended to determine new bruise 3D
indices from the 3D information obtained, and compared with the usual indices from 2D characterization, in order to estimate its application in the study of damages in table olives.
The information obtained with the new bruise index can be used by the producers to determine how to reduce and prevent bruising during harvesting and processing.

The problem!!

Methodology
New non-destructive measurement method:

3D Digitalization olives table with
0.05 mm resolution

Any process that results in the generation of damage to the
fruit and reduces its quality must be replaced by another. The
AGRODEM-VR project aims to determine new processes for
the collection and treatment of table olives. For this, one of the
main objectives of the project is the detailed characterization
of the type of damage to determine its origin.
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Previous non-destructive measurement methods:
Artificial vision system

(Van Zeebroeck et al., 2007)

Hyper-spectral image (HSI)

Infrared Spectrometry (Vis-NIR)

(Jiménez-Jiménez et al., 2013)
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(Liu et al., 2013)

(Jackson and Harker, 2000)

Nuclear magnetic resonance
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The damage caused by nuisance consists of a breakdown of
the cellular tissue and the subsequent oxidation of the
phenolic compounds. The presence of this type of damage is
a very important handicap in terms of product quality.
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Spain ranks as the world's leading producer of table olives.
Semi-mechanized harvesting systems produce different
damages to the fruit during the harvesting process,
postharvest handling and transport operations, giving rise to a
phenomenon called “molestado”.

Real surface measurement of the bruise

Theoretical olive
3D surface calculus

Real measurements
of bruise or whole olive geometry

LR

(Patel et al. 2013)

Results
Thanks to obtaining a detailed 3D model of each
olive, it has been possible to perform a geometric
characterization that implies the determination of a
series of longitudinal and surface measurements
from the 3D models of each olive. The new
parameters determined from 3D model are:
LR: real length of major axis of bruise
Lr: real length of minor axis of bruise
D: maximun depth of bruise
S: real bruise’s surface
From 2D only approximate measurements can
be obtained:

Conclusions
From that measures we can observate
that:
1) The real area bruised is greater than that
estimated by other previous methods.
2) A multiple measures can be carried out

In this work a first approach to the establishment of a new bruise measures from 3D olive
model is presented. It is not intended to replace the previous ones if it does not complete
it with more realistic measurements. In the following stages of the project, it is expected
to obtain the main measurement parameters, as well as to adjust the calculation
expression of new bruise index so that it fits more efficiently with reality.

from 3D olive models, both of the complete
olive and of the bruised area.
3) The measures can be implemented
automatically.
4) New bruise indices can be performed
employing that measures from 3D models.

LG: geometrical length of major axis of bruise

They are extrapolated to other fruits with the

Sp: projected bruise’s surface

same bruise problem.
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